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Command Parameters Description

connect

connect [OPTIONS] [username] [password]

-u
<username> The username provided by the EDI TestBed team

--user=

-p
<password> The password provided by the EDI TestBed team

--pass=

Connect to EDI TestBed, username and password can only be obtained by contacting us at testbed@edi.lv.
Commands can only be sent after a successful connection has been made. The credentials are stored for 2
hours after the last successful connection was made, after that you will need to call the connect function again.

disconnect - Disconnect from EDI TestBed

quick

quick PROGRAM_FILE [OPTIONS] [TARGET]

-n
<name> Provide a unique name for the uploaded file and project

--name=

-d

<seconds> Set the experiment duration in seconds. Default value is 300 seconds
--
duration=

Provides a way to quickly test a program on EDI TestBed. This executes the following tasks:
1. Creates a new project with the PROGRAM_FILE name or the name specified with -n. This is set as an active

project from now on

2. Assigns the uploaded program to all nodes available or nodes specified in TARGET

3. Sets the project duration to 300 seconds or the duration specified with -d

4. Starts read command on all used nodes

5. Starts the experiment with default name

project project [OPTIONS] [PROJECT_NAME]

-n
<project-
name>

Create a new empty project
--new=

-c <existing-
project-
name>

Clones an existing project under a new project name. Can only target your
own projects and provided templates. Use -lp or -lt to get the list of projects
or templates--clone=

-lp
Print a list of user projects

--list-projects

-lt
Print a list of provided templates. This functionality is not yet implemented

--list-templates
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The interaction with EDI TestBed is managed through projects. Each project contains specific commands and
settings related to the experiment the user wants to execute. The project files are stored remotely so users
can access and work with their projects from anywhere. Select the project specified to be used for future
actions. The selected project is used until another project is specified using project command or the user is
disconnected from EDI TestBed

group

group [OPTIONS] [GROUP_NAME] This functionality is not yet implemented

-a
<dut-id>

Add all the provided DUTs to the group. Multiple DUTs can be provided and
they must be delimited with a comma or space

--add=

-r

<dut-id>
Remove all the provided nodes from the group. Multiple DUTs can be
provided and they must be delimited with a comma or space--

remove=

-c
<existing-
group-name>

Clone the existing group under a new name. Can target users existing groups
and also provided groups

--clone=

-l
Prints a list of all available groups and all the nodes in the groups. This
includes the provided groups

--list

Users can use different groups of nodes according to their needs. If GROUP name is provided, update the
selected group according to any switches provided and print the list of nodes in this group

upload

upload PROGRAM_FILE [OPTIONS] [TARGET]

-n
<name> Provide a unique name for the uploaded file

--name=

-o
Overwrite the file if a file with the provided name already exists in the project

--overwrite=

Upload the specified program file to the project, if no name is provided, use the file name, which must be
unique unless the -o switch is provided. The uploaded file can be assigned to specified target nodes
Note: Only baudrate 38400 is supported at the moment

assign

assign FILE_NAME [TARGET]

Assign the uploaded program to the specified target, If no target is specified all of the available nodes are
targeted

config

config [OPTIONS]

-d

<seconds> Set the experiment duration in seconds. Default value is 300 seconds
--
duration=

-h
Execute commands on specified events. This functionality is not yet
implemented

--hook

Read or set project specific configuration

start start [OPTIONS]

-n
<experiment-
name>

Assign the experiment a custom unique name
--name=
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-r
Start read command on active project after start of the experiment

--read

Start the experiment as defined by the selected project. If no name is specified, generate one by using
template (PROJECT_NAME)_(UNIX_TIMESTAMP).

stop - Stop the ongoing experiment. This functionality is not yet implemented

status -
Print info about the selected project, available nodes and experiment. If the
experiment is ongoing, provide the information about time elapsed and
remaining

read

read [OPTIONS] [TARGET]

-f
<output-
format>

Format the output in a customized way. This functionality is not yet
implemented

--format=

Start reading the UART output of nodes. If no TARGET specified use all nodes used in the selected project. If no
project is selected use all available nodes.
Note that read command does not stop when experiment ends

write

write [TARGET] [OPTIONS]

-m

<message>
Provide the message to send
Note: At the moment only characters before first space character are sent--

message=

Write the provided input to the UART input of nodes. If no TARGET specified use all nodes used in the selected
project. If no project is selected use all available nodes. If no options given use standard input
Note: At the moment it is not possible to send contents of files or any kind of binary information

download

download [OPTIONS]

-t
<experiment-
name>

Specify the experiment for which to download the logs, only one experiment
can be specified

--target=

Download all the logs recorded during the specified experiment, only one experiment can be specified. If no
experiment is specified, download the logs of all experiments. This produces a zip file in current directory.

exit - Exit the shell, applies only when in shell mode


